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Exclusive Tag Manager

Custom, user-defined views of your IT infrastructure
With Galileo’s Tag Manager, you can now assign custom, userdefined tags to any storage, server, SAN, or application assets
that operate on your premises, in the cloud, or in a hybrid or
virtual environment. The potential combinations of assets,
components, and attributes meet every need imaginable.

The important decisions are up to you
Galileo’s new Tag Manager revolutionizes the way IT users can connect,
shape and rapidly visualize data center performance, configuration and

IT Intelligence Dashboards

capacity issues. Tag Manager transforms visual review and analysis of

Using Galileo’s Tag Manager, you can assign user defined

all assets within your entire IT environment in ways YOU define using
our IT Intelligence Dashboards.

labels to user-defined IT assets that meet a specific search
query or attribute, then view that group of assets in either the
Enterprise or Analytic Dashboards.

The possibilities are virtually limitless
Use Tag Manager with Galileo’s IT Intelligence Dashboards to narrow
performance, configuration, capacity views, and analysis to assets
from a particular project, business unit, division, location, application,
technology, cloud, and more. You can create tags such as “today’s
problem assets” or use tagging to group assets you want to monitor more
closely for any reason.
Build intelligence into your tagging and bring specific focus to your
views with multiple tags that group higher or lower-level visual views
of asset associations. Tagging allows you to power the IT Intelligence

Tag Manager
The value is the ability to view how a project, a business

Dashboards to target specific technologies and relationships based on

unit, an environment or any other entity you define is using a

what is important to your organization. Track configuration information

management, and more.

particular set of assets. This is invaluable in terms of planning,

for merger acquisition tracking, on-lease, off-lease, and much more.
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